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LIVENT CORPORATION
(NYSE: LTHM)
Top Lithium Producer Navigating a
Challenging Environment
KEY POINTS
 LTHM is a fully integrated lithium
producer and “pure play” in the lithium
sector. LTHM is one of the five largest
lithium
producers in
the
world,
according to Roskill estimates.
 LTHM believes that it has one of the
lowest cost and highest quality lithium
brine resources in the world. LTHM
produces lithium through its brine
operation in Argentina, which LTHM
believes
provides
a
competitive
advantage given the resources’ high
lithium concentration, and LTHM’s
extraction expertise.
 LTHM signs multi-year contracts with its
customers. This allows LTHM to better
manage lithium price fluctuations.
 LTHM’s largest revenue source is the
Energy Storage market, and LTHM
expects lithium hydroxide demand for
batteries to increase 700% from 2020 to
2025. LTHM’s diversified product offering
allows it to sell into several different end
markets, including Energy Storage (~46%
of 2019 revenue), Polymers (~19%),
Greases (~10%), Synthesis (~9%) and
other applications (~16%).
 LTHM is well capitalized after recently
completing a Green Convertible Senior
Notes offering. The company collected
gross proceeds of ~$246M, which
provides capital to navigate through the
current oversupply environment and
market headwinds caused by COVID 19.
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KEY STATISTICS
Price:
52 Week Range:
Avg. Daily Vol. (30 day)
Shares Out (MM):
Market Cap (MM):
Short Int. (MM) / % of float:
Revenue TTM (MM):

$10.15
$3.95-$12.53
$3.1M
$146.25M
$1.60B
24.74M/18.48%
$309.5M

Source: Yahoo Finance as of Oct. 19, 2020

Source: YCharts

COMPANY DESCRIPTION
Livent was spun out of FMC in 2018 and
completed its initial public offering on
October 15, 2018. LTHM has been
operating for over 60 years (including
while part of FMC), and has transitioned
from producing commodity lithium to
higher-value products. LTHM primarily
produces
battery-grade
lithium
hydroxide and lithium carbonate, which
are primarily sold to battery producers for
the electric vehicle market, and also
produces butyllithium and high purity
lithium metal for various applications in
the pharmaceutical, polymer, and
aerospace sectors.
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Livent (NYSE:LTHM) was spun out of FMC in 2018 and became fully independent in 2019.
LTHM completed its spinoff from FMC after completing its initial public offering on
October 15, 2018. In exchange for the assets and liabilities of FMC’s lithium business, FMC
received ~123M shares of LTHM common stock, which were distributed as a pro rata
dividend on shares of FMC common stock on February 25, 2019. This effectively made
LTHM an independent company with no further ownership by FMC of LTHM common
stock.
LTHM is a fully integrated lithium producer and “pure play” in the lithium sector. LTHM
produces battery-grade lithium hydroxide and lithium carbonate, which are primarily
sold to battery producers for the electric vehicle market, and also produces butyllithium
and high purity lithium metal for various applications in the pharmaceutical, polymer,
and aerospace sectors.
LTHM is one of the five largest lithium producers in the world, according to Roskill
estimates. Roskill estimates SQM, Albemarle, Sichuan Tianqi, LTHM, and Jiangxi Ganfeng
Lithium accounted for ~69% of global lithium production in 2018 (as measured in lithium
carbonate equivalent). Importantly, LTHM is confident it has one of the lowest cost lithium
brine resources in the world through its operation in Argentina, which the company
believes provides a competitive advantage against current and potential future market
participants.
LTHM utilizes a brine resource in Argentina for low cost carbonate and chloride
production. The best brine resources in the world are currently in Chile and Argentina.
LTHM utilizes brines in the Andes Mountains, at the Salar del Hombre Muerto, through its
subsidiary, Minera del Altiplano SA. LTHM extracts lithium through a proprietary selective
adsorption and solar evaporation process, and then utilizes a manufacturing facility in
Guemes, Argentina to convert the brine into lithium chloride, and uses a co-located
facility in Fenix, Argentina to convert the brine into lithium carbonate. Additionally, LTHM
purchases lithium carbonate from other suppliers, when needed.
Several of LTHM's products require substantial technical expertise to produce. LTHM has
been operating for over 60 years (including while part of FMC), and has transitioned from
producing commodity lithium to higher-value products including lithium hydroxide, highpurity metals, and butyllithium. This requires substantial conversion process technology,
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which separates LTHM from commodity lithium producers. Additionally, having a broader
product set provides multiple end markets for LTHM to target, and should benefit the
company as it expands production.
LTHM has expanded production and capacity the last three years in anticipation of
continued market growth. LTHM has been focused on expanding lithium hydroxide and
lithium carbonate capacity in order to meet expected demand growth from the battery
and energy storage markets. LTHM increased lithium hydroxide capacity from ~18,500 MT
in 2017 to ~25,000 MT in 2019, an increase of ~35%, while production increased from
13,057 MT to 21,248 MT, an increase of ~63.4%. Additionally, LTHM also increased lithium
carbonate capacity from 16,000 MT in 2017 to 18,000 MT in 2019, an increase of ~12.5%,
while production expanded from 15,153 MT to 16,785 MT over the same period,
representing an increase of ~10.8%.
Figure 1: LTHM Production History
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(1) Represents theoretical capacity for lithium carbonate and lithium chloride. Actual combined production of both
products is lower and limited by the total capacity of lithium brine production.
Lithium brine production was approximately 20,000 MT on a lithium carbonate equivalent ("LCE") basis for 2019,
approximately 21,000 MT for 2018 and approximately 18,000 MT for 2017, resulting in the total production shown in the
chart.
Source: LTHM company reports, Water Tower Research

LTHM’s largest revenue source is the Energy Storage market, which the company expects
will increase as additional electric vehicles come to market. LTHM’s diversified product
offering allows the company to sell into several different end markets, including Energy
Storage (~46% of 2019 revenue), Polymers (~19% of revenue), Greases (~10% of revenue),
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Synthesis (~9% of revenue) and other applications (~16% of revenue). Additionally,
Livent’s largest market is Asia (including China, Japan, and other countries in Asia), which
accounted for ~65% of revenue in 2019, followed by North America (20% of revenue) and
EMEA (~15% of revenue).
Figure 2: LTHM Revenue Breakdown

Source: LTHM company reports

Although Lithium prices have declined over the last few years, LTHM signs multi-year
contracts with its customers which helps the company absorb market price declines
better than producers who sell at prevailing spot market prices. LTHM’s strong customer
base, which has been built over several decades, combined with its high-quality
products and technical expertise, enables the company to secure long-term contracts
for its products. This helps to reduce revenue fluctuations versus competing companies
which are unable to secure long-term contracts and are more exposed to volatile spot
lithium prices.
Over the intermediate-term, Livent is focused on expanding its production of
performance lithium compounds to meet expected demand growth from the electric
vehicle market. LTHM expects to spend ~$115M in CapEx during 2020 (approximately
$90M had been spent through Q2), including $90M on growth and expansion projects
and ~$25M in maintenance. The company anticipates battery-grade lithium hydroxide
demand to increase to increase ~700% from 2020 to 2025.
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RECENT FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Given the impact of COVID-19, low lithium prices, and reduced lithium demand, LTHM’s
Q2 results significantly declined y/y. Reported Q2:20 revenue of $65M, adjusted EBITDA
of $6M, and adjusted EPS of $0.00 vs. $114M/$28M/$0.12 in Q2:19. The y/y decline was
largely driven by lower lithium prices, customers delaying their receipt of volume
commitments (although LTHM is confident its customers will honour their commitments
over the coming quarters), and lowered production and sales due to COVID-19.
COVID-19 has caused global supply chain disruptions, particularly for auto OEMs, which
has been a significant headwind for lithium producers. Several OEM plants in the US and
Europe were closed for the majority of Q2, and although China was beginning to reopen,
major EV manufacturers had slow reopening processes with reduced vehicle production.
Additionally, management indicated several customers with longer-term contracts who
typically have order patterns >12 months out were hesitant to take their lithium purchase
commitments until they needed it for production. This was driven by reduced demand
visibility for their products combined with tighter capital controls. Industrial markets were
also impacted leading to lower non-contracted lithium sales.
In August, management indicated it has not seen any positive change to the oversupply
environment which has persisted through 2020. Additionally, management indicated
transaction prices in China were nearing the marginal cash-cost of the lowest cost
producers, and the spodumene prices were below $400 per ton, making a large portion
of the cost curve unprofitable. That said, spodumene imports into China have
significantly declined, which should help to ease the oversupply situation in the
intermediate term. Additionally, Paul Graves, Livent’s CEO, indicated most expansion
projects in Chile and Argentina have been put on hold due to COVID-19, which may
cause a market supply deficit in the coming years.
In June, LTHM bolstered its balance sheet through its Green Convertible Senior Notes
offering. The company collected gross proceeds of ~$246M, which provides capital to
navigate through the current oversupply environment and market headwinds caused by
COVID-19. Additionally, the proceeds should help to fund LTHM’s expansion plans.
LTHM has missed consensus EPS estimates for seven consecutive quarters. This has
coincided with a declining stock price, as LTHM has fallen from a closing price of $16.25
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on October 12, 2018, to $8.97 on September 30, 2020 (and had traded materially lower
in prior quarters), a decline of ~48%. Figure 3 shows LTHM’s earnings surprise history.
Figure 3: Earnings Surprise History
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Source: Water Tower Research, Seeking Alpha Pro

Although lithium continues to be in an oversupply environment, the cancellation and/or
delay of several lithium capacity expansion projects combined with increasing battery
demand for electric vehicles has LTHM management optimistic the price of lithium will
recover in the intermediate term. Importantly, COVID-19 caused the shutdown of many
auto OEMs plants globally, which impacted lithium demand and market visibility. That
said, many EV manufacturers have restarted production and there has been a surge in
demand for EVs in both China and Europe, which could help alleviate the lithium
oversupply / demand imbalance if demand for electric vehicles continues to increase.
Additionally, COVID-19 has impacted lithium production, particularly in South America,
which has helped to further reduce the prior acute market oversupply.

MANAGEMENT
Paul Graves, Chief Executive Officer and President
Prior to LTHM, Mr. Graves was the CFO and EVP of FMC. Before FMC, Mr. Graves was a
Managing Director and Partner at Goldman Sachs Group, serving in the Investment
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Banking Division in Hong Kong, and also held the position of co-head of Natural
Resources for Asia. Additionally, Paul also held the positions of Global Head of Agricultural
Investment Banking and Global Head of Chemical Investment Banking during his tenure
at Goldman Sachs. Mr. Graves holds a BA in accounting and Finance from Nottingham
Trent University and has a qualified Chartered Accountant (ACA) designation.
Gelberto Antoniazzi, Chief Financial Officer
Mr. Antoniazzi previously held various leadership roles at FMC, including as the Chief
Financial Officer for FMC’s Agricultural Solutions business as well as the CFO for the Latin
America Region. Additionally, Mr. Antoniazzi was FMC’s Finance Director for the EMEA
Region. He holds an MBA from the University of Mishing and a Bachelor of Business
Administration from Fundação Getulio Vargas.
Juan Carlos Cruz Chief Communications Officer and Global Head of Public Affairs
Prior to LTHM, Mr. Cruz was the Head of Global Communications and Brand – Agriculture
for DuPont, and also held the position of Head of Communications for Manpower Group.
Before Manpower Group, Mr. Cruz was Vice President and Head of Public Relations &
Media at Banco Popular while also leading the Banco Popular Foundation and held the
position of Corporate Public Relations Manager for United Airlines. Mr. Cruz holds a BA in
Journalism and Communications from Universidad Las Condes in Chile.

RISKS
Demand growth for LTHM’s high-performance lithium compounds is dependent on growth
of the electric vehicle market. The EV market may not grow as quickly as anticipated if
there are changes in tax and economic incentives, regulations, lower rates of adoption
for higher performance compounds, or lower than expected EV adoption rates by
consumers. Additionally, competing alternative fuel vehicles could also impact EV
demand.
Lithium prices can be volatile dependent on global market supply conditions. The lithium
market has been in an oversupply environment since 2018, which is expected to continue
in the intermediate-term. Although LTHM tries to secure long-term contracts with
customers, lithium prices can be volatile based on fluctuations in global production and
demand.
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Expansion of production capacity requires significant capital expenditures and could be
deemed unnecessary dependent on future demand. Additionally, several projects
globally are currently on hold given impacts from COVID-19.
New battery technologies requiring less, or no lithium could materially adversely impact
future demand. Several new battery technologies are in research and development,
some of which could rely less on lithium hydroxide or other compounds. This could
adversely impact future demand for LTHM’s products and thus its revenues and earnings,
although there is not clarity to know if or when this could occur.
LTHM has significant foreign operations with foreign currency exchange risk. Given LTHM’s
global footprint, it has exposure to foreign currencies through its operations. For example,
approximately26%, 38% and 44% of LTHM’s revenues were in currencies other than USD
for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2018 and 2017, respectively.
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Source: Water Tower Research, YCharts

ABOUT THE ANALYST
Tyler Frank – Managing Director
Chemicals & Materials Technology
Tyler Frank is a Managing Director and Senior Analyst covering the Chemicals and
Materials Technology sector. Prior to Water Tower Research, Tyler was a Senior Equity
Research Associate at Robert W. Baird, providing investment recommendations and
stock analysis to institutional clients, including mutual funds, hedge funds, and pension
funds.
Tyler’s multisector coverage included companies in the renewable energy, disruptive
technology, agriculture, and specialty chemical industries, and his team ranked in the
Top 5 for stock picking among all RW Baird research teams multiple times from 2013-2017.
Additionally, Tyler has been quoted by Barron’s, Business Insider, MarketWatch, and other
financial publications due to his industry expertise. Prior to RW Baird, Tyler held several
positions in wealth management, and provided investment services to ultra-high net
worth clients at Hall Capital Partners and Fisher Investments.
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Tyler received a BA, cum laude, with majors in Business Economics with an Accounting
Emphasis, and Communications, from the University of California, Santa Barbara.
Additionally, Tyler received a MA in International Economics and International Relations,
with specializations in International Finance and Energy, Resources, and the Environment,
from Johns Hopkins, School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS).
DISCLOSURES
Water Tower Research (“WTR”) is a publisher of professional investment research reports
on public companies and, to a lesser extent, private firms (“the Companies”). WTR
provides investor-focused content and digital distribution strategies designed to help
companies communicate with investors. WTR is not a registered investment adviser or a
broker/dealer nor does WTR provides investment banking services. WTR operates as an
exempt investment adviser under the so called “publisher’s exemption.” WTR does not
provide investment ratings / recommendations, price targets or earnings estimates on
the companies it reports on. Readers are advised that the research reports are published
and provided solely for informational purposes and should not be construed as an offer
to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities or the rendering of investment advice.
All users and readers of WTR’s reports are cautioned to consult their own independent
financial, tax and legal advisors prior to purchasing or selling securities. Tyler Frank, who
is the writer of this report. Mr. Frank covers different companies for us in the Chemicals
and Materials industry. Unless otherwise indicated, WTR intends to provide continuing
coverage of the covered companies. WTR will notify its readers through website postings
or other appropriate means if WTR determines to terminate coverage of any of the
companies covered. In certain instances, including this report, WTR will write research
covering non-clients. Readers should assume that WTR will seek to turn these non-paying
companies into paying clients. Likewise, WTR will seek to transform these non-clients into
paying clients of its affiliate, Water Tower Strategies, LLC, which provides ancillary services
such as presenting at sponsored investor conferences, distributing press releases, advising
on investor relations and broader communication strategies as well as performing certain
other ancillary services. The companies that WTR covers in our research are not required
to purchase or use non research products or services our affiliate provides to clients. The
manner of WTR’s research compensation and affiliate services to covered companies
raise actual and perceived conflicts of interest. WTR is committed to manage those
conflicts to protect its reputation and the independence of employees/analysts by
adhering to strictly written compliance guidelines. The views and analyses included in
our research reports are based on sources believed to be reliable, but no representation
or warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to their accuracy, completeness, timeliness,
or correctness. Neither we nor our analysts, directors, officers, employees, representatives
independent contractors or agents shall be liable for any omissions, errors or
inaccuracies, regardless of cause, foreseeability or the lack of timeliness of, or any delay
or interruptions in the transmission of our reports to content users. This lack of liability
extends to direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or
consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, losses, lost income, lost profit or
opportunity costs. All investment information contained herein should be independently
verified by the reader or user of this report. All readers of this report are encouraged to
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review Water Tower Research’s Research Principles which may be found on WTR’s
website www.watertowerresearch.com
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